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MATT COOK
Matt Cook s o k is ki eti a d so i : o e e t a d sou d o e t all his a ti ities and are
present throughout his performance work, his drawing events and in installations such as the
work commissioned for RSVP.
O e of the e iti g thi gs a out getti g to eate a o k fo a useu is
ight, as a a tist, to
share with others my playful take on the historic significance of that museum. Seemingly
unimportant elements can be represented and re-interpreted by these kinetic sculptures, through
the o je ts, i age , o e e ts a d sou ds that a e i o po ated.
A kinetic and electronic sculpture is suspended through the central stairwell from the roof light on
the top floo of The Fou dli g a d is see as a li i g, eathi g o ga is f o a dista e, hi h
e eals a olle tio of u i uel fas i ati g i di idual o je ts up lose .
The work was first conceived with children in mind and to give adult visitors to The Foundling
e
a s to e pe ie e the useu
adapti g a d disto ti g thei ie poi t i a s aki to
ho hild e e pe ie e the o ld as the o e a ou d the o k, up a d down the stairs. It sets
out to intrigue and fascinate children, too, by including toy-like elements.
The sculpture provides a sonic ambience throughout The Foundling and the artist has created
sou ds ased o ideas et ie ed f o the useu s a hi es. We hear snatches that suggest how
the Foundling Hospital might have sounded in the past and recognise the grandfather clock in the
Hall that still chimes today on the hour. Specially created sounds let us imagine the London that is
see i Hoga th s pai ti gs a d ele e ts f o Ha del s usi a e also o e i .
The architectural style of the staircase is deliberately sober and utilitarian in keeping with its role
as a semi public part of the original building. The artist has undertaken detailed observational
research in the space so that each object is tailored to the place it occupies and what can be seen
around, through and reflected by it.
Like the prisms of a crazy chandelier, the shimmering elements colour, reflect and distort its
surroundings introducing interference, energy and sparkle into the plain and measured stairs of
the building. Its electronic sculptures, close to toys, and its playful sounds bring a rather defiant
e i de of the p ese e of hild e th ough the uildi g s ea liest ea s, even if they were kept
at a distance from the public spaces.
During the course of the exhibition, Matt Cook will also create a series of performances, aimed
specifically at children whose presence is always implicit at The Foundling today even if they are
usil e gaged out of sight i edu atio al a ti ities. His o k akes su e toda s hild e a e
clearly seen and heard.

TOM COX-BISHAM
The Foundling houses careful reconstructions of the original elaborate1740s interiors of the
Foundling Hospital, and the Court Room is described as the best example of the period in London.
The o i g glo is the Cou t ‘oo s o o o plaste eili g.
The term rococo means a flourish of repeated and extravagant decorative motifs. The word itself
probably comes from a French word, rocaille, meaning rock-work and brings to mind the
fantastical frozen or calcified shapes often seen in caves.
Tom Cox-Bisham is interested in how one visual language influences and instructs another. For his
RSVP commission he has researched how dessert moulds have specifically appropriated
architectural features into their design: domes, pilasters and colonnades.
Using the ideas of architects, buildings and cooks like Gaudi, the Taj Mahal and Delia Smith, as
well as making discoveries and purchases on e-bay he has made a series of table-top sculptures
for the Court Room. Amalgamating ideas of cakes, ruins and grottoes, these elaborate the rococo
theme and the more playful aspect of architecture especially in the eighteenth century.
He has also cast a series of blancmange structures to create a monumental hybrid.
This light-box is a marriage between an architectural feature and a sweetmeat. It is specifically a
blancmange (white food) which has a softer opaque glow rather than the hard and colourful shine
of a jelly. The image also reflects the Romantic taste for the delicious horrors of caves and their icy
stalagmites and stalactites.
Architectural styles and taste often get repeated in the applied arts, décor, fashion and food.
Table decorations from the Renaissance to the Edwardian era were often wildly extravagant to
match the interiors, costume, entertainment and menus of banquets. Artists and craftsmen were
commissioned to create table settings in precious metals, ice and food stuffs.
The foundlings must have constantly had food on their minds; their diet was plain and simple with
dishes repeated each week. Sweets and puddings were treats for special occasions only. Today,
the Court Room is regularly used for corporate dinners and events.
Tom Cox-Bisha s de isio to set his s ulptu es he e a d i the A te ‘oo o t asts poig a tl
with a magazine engraving1 of the fashionable pursuit in the 19th century of visitors coming to
view the foundlings at their wholesome Sunday dinner whilst also being able to admire the
paintings on the walls.
The connotations of a sugar-spun fantasy are a pithy and sharp reminder of the contrast of the
o o o plaste o k ith the plai alues of the Fou dli g Hospital s issio . The light-box, which
captures and illuminates an image of a pudding-as-building, sensitively emphasises all that is
ephe e al i The Fou dli g s histo a d e i ds us what has inevitably been lost and what has
been conserved.

1 J. Swain after H.T. Thomas, Illustrated London News, 7 December 1872

LORRICE DOUGLAS
A bureau is usually understood to mean a writing desk but a bureau can also be defined as an
offi e: a autho it o site of ad i ist atio , su h as a u eau of i estigatio .
A scene of ambiguity is set.
A label suggests that this particular bureau belongs to a certain gentleman in Clifton Campville, a
location in rural Staffordshire. We find e ide e of a o espo de e: ith a uncertain
ge tle a else he e? . The seat of the hai hi h a o pa ies the u eau is upholste ed i a
textured, 'green pasture' coloured fabric, reminiscent of the 1920s or 1930s.
The room permanently houses elements of The Gerald Coke Handel Collection, a book case,
harpsichord, and chairs which have sound systems embedded in them which allow visitors to sit
comfortably and listen to Handel excerpts. It is a clever means by which 21st technology lets us slip
away, eyes closed, to a 1750s Baroque world at least in our ears. Researchers quietly peruse the
Handel archives next door.
We are in the attics of a house built in the 1930s to house reconstructions of part of The
Foundling Hospital built in 1740 and to carry on the charitable works.
In 1926, the original buildings were deemed no longer suitable as a hospital so the foundlings
were moved temporarily until a new home was built in Berkamsted in the healthy Home Counties
in 1930. These interwar years were the period of modernism with its advances and luxuries when
electricity, radio and telecommunications became widespread in homes and offices.
We spot an old-fashioned bakelite phone. The telephone had been invented in 1876 and was
des i ed the Vi to ia s as talki g light i g ith i h o otatio s of oth s ie e a d the
psychic.
All of these pali psests a d defi itio s ha e i fo ed Lo i e Douglas s eatio of the fi ti e set
that she has surreptitiously installed for us to discover.
Are we eavesdropping or trespassing? There are items of correspondence and a telephone that
elo gs eithe to ou e a it looks so hea a d out oded o to Ha del s o Hoga th s
(unheard of). But it would have been a la mode at the period in which the current building was
designed – and just what is outmoded and non-functional within a museum setting? What exactly
are we permitted to touch or pick up?
The installation features the paraphernalia of electrical cables and wires associated with the
telephone and the early, braided cable, connected to he 'receiver' could be seen to resemble an
umbilical bond, the artist hints.
Telephony is defined as the transmission of sound between distant stations, especially by radio or
telephone. Bureau is the transmission of a palpable communication that is suspended in time,
incomplete but possibly resolved somewhere else altogether.

SANDRA FLOWER
Childre used to e alled Mathe , Mark, Luke a d Joh . No

e ha e a e religio .1

Ea h fou dli g s a e ould e i s i ed i the egiste he the e e a epted i to The
Foundling Hospital. Sandra Flower has gone straight to the heart of what most people think of as a
major part of their own identity: the given name or, as it is known by some, the Christian name.
She looked through the Foundling records and noted that, in the eighteenth century, biblical
names such as Matthew, Mary or Moses predominated. Then follow those named, optimistically,
after great British figures such as Isaac Newton, John Milton, William Shakespeare and Elizabeth
Tudor as well as Thomas Coram himself. Walter Raleigh was often chosen for those boys probably
desti ed to a life at sea. Pe so s of Qualit a d Disti tio – dukes and countesses - stood
sponsor to some children and gave their names.
Today, the most popular name for boys in Britain is Jack, followed for the first time by
Muhammed2. A study in 2003 at The University of Nebraska shows that there is a trend for
parents to add to the lexicon of names which still runs from The Bible to those of celebrities. Now
global brand names and luxury consumer products are also giving rise to names for babies like
L O eal, Nike, Po s he, Le us a d Cha el. Aspi atio has turned from religion, achievement and
valour to desirable goods and accessories.
Sandra Flower clearly obliges us to consider what this means about attitudes to the children
themselves.
She has used this cultural phenomenon of personal and brand names to create wallpaper. White
o la k, it i i s the effe t of halk o la k oa d o slate. I stalled at hild s height, it also
reminds us of graffiti and the timeless way in which people commemorate their own names and
presence.
Above the dado rail in the Foyer are maritime pictures, pointers to the career set for many little
Walter Raleighs or Admiral Benbows. The repetition of names is also the roll call of a daily register
or a war memorial.
The t o s ipts a e take f o ha d iti g i a hild s e e ise books on display at The Foundling
(formal, painstakingly copied) and the other, freer and unstructured, of a contemporary child.
The names are those of children who were accepted into the Foundling Hospital between 1741 1756 alongside others sourced from the internet.
Developing the theme, Sandra Flower has also produced 117 mugs with a similar pattern of
a es, a d these a tist s ultiples a e fo sale. The sta d fo e a tl the u e of hild e ho
first entered The Foundling Hospital as well as the idea of the traditional gift for a christening or
naming ceremony.

1
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Creative Review, February 2007.
www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/uk 19 Jun 2007

DAVID KEFFORD
The tokens in the collection of The Foundling are the most evocative items on display:
The lo e toke s ep ese t the desi e of the othe to fi d a ette life fo a hild. The also
represent her own desire to have a better life, but there is a further desire to leave part of herself
ehi d 1.
The tokens left with the children by their mothers are of all sorts and materials: metal tags,
ribbons, buttons, an ale bottle label, coins, lockets, brooches, rings and hazel nutshell. It is
impossible to equate their material value with the sentiment or intention that accompanied them.
Some were left so the child would have an embodiment of its mother and past life but others
were simply identity tags, the mother keeping hold of a matching half, in hope of reunion.
Da id has eated a se ies of d a i gs loosel a d i tuiti el ased o these toke s to efle t the
se ti e t, espe t a d e otio al ha ge of the useu s histo . The a e i hi h the
drawings are framed and displayed has an innate quality that is quiet and unassuming. The inbetween nature of space in which the main group is hung adds an element of privacy and
intensity with which the drawings themselves are imbued.
Drawing is a physical, intimate exercise and in these works David Kefford has taken his own
practice to a new place. There is an increased scale to some of the drawings in the group
commissioned for RSVP.
The drawings use a range of materials including watercolour, graphite, ink, felt-tip, baby oil and
toothpaste, whatever is to hand. This lends immediacy to marks which might be made by
pressing, scraping, cutting or rubbing. Each drawing contains elements that are highly controlled
a d othe s that allo fo spillages a d slippage ; ofte a eas of olou a e allo ed to leed i to
each other.
Some drawings have been selected from the main group to take their chance within displays of
pai ti gs i The Fou dli g s o
olle tio . Da id Keffo d s o ks a e pe so al a d self-reflective,
works on paper which sit without bombast next to more rhetorical oils on canvas which were
always conceived for a public setting.
We are not being asked to consider a hierarchy in the types of art that an eighteenth century
audience would have instantly recognised: even portrait painting then fell well below history or
religious painting in status while drawings or watercolours were beneath regard at the Royal
Academy.
Rather it is the honesty and exposure of these drawings that gives them their immediate and
continuing impact. The artist stresses the sensual and personal in their content and handling, and,
by extension, the same elements in human relations: such as between mother and child or lovers.
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SIMON LIDDIMENT
Simon Liddiment shows works which are not quite that category of art called objets trouves or
ready-mades. Not quite, because these objects were very successfully designed to be works of
popular art or stand-i s fo the eal thi g . The a e app op iated ha a te all pla ues hi h
the artist des i es as …stu o l stupid g otes ues".
Produced from the 1950s by two rival British pottery companies, these plaques were once
ubiquitous in homes and gift shops. Their subject matter was broad, ranging from Anne
Hatha a s ottage to th ee du ks i flight. The a e o
olle ta les a d fou d i a oot
sales or even still cheering up the odd country pub.
Simon Liddiment insists that he is not interested in the debate between high and low art but by a
perverse universality in these works and a preoccupation with caricature and stereotype.
Appropriately and very challengingly they take on a new resonance in The Foundling, a building so
closely linked to William Hogarth, the great master of visual satire and social comment. The twin
heads a e see as the asta dised des e da ts of Hoga th s politi al a i atu es i The Ma h
of the Gua ds to Fi hle i the Fou dli g s Colle tio . location?).
Afte 5 ea s, the a uit of the sati e of this ie of a military march, and the humours and
diso de s o se ue t the eupo is still iti g a d lea .
The Bosun head is an anonymous design, though probably by Fred Wright who worked for both
the specialist pottery firms. It comes from a series celebrating trades, this one being called Men of
the Sea.
Instantly recognisable, both versions were bought by the artist on e-bay. Highly wrought and
individually painted by hand, their empty story-telli g a d the epetitio of thei u i ue ess
renders them curious and banal.
In contrast, and achieved by using very different means, Simon Liddiment also shows a small
painted sculptural work.
Here, simple and elegant concerns are pursued by layering paint, successive applications
des i i g o tou a d fo , ut a su dl adulte ated
the appa e tl self dep e ati g la ou
involved. This work, explicitly made by hand, egi s ith a u da e efe e e ut soli its a
ha ge th ough the a tio of ti e, o te t a d p o e a e.
The pla ues i filt ate The Fou dli g s o po t aits of the g eat a d good o the “tai ase. Both
these and the painted sculpture are shown close to undoubted masterpieces of 18th century
English painting and sculpture, provoking questions of craft and status. What would these works
gain or lose when shown in another context such as that of a conventional and contemporary
white cube of a gallery? The artist is not providing the easy answer to any of these questions for
us but a museum is the right place in which to pose them.

NICOLA NAISMITH
It is easy to forget that foundlings left The Foundling Hospital at the age of ten until 1806 when
the age was raised to 14. Always aiming to create useful citizens, the Governors also wanted them
to e t ai ed to u de go ith Co te t e t the ost “e ile a d la o ious Offi es . The e e
taught only basic literacy and then girls were expected to enter domestic service and boys to join
the army or navy or be apprenticed.
It is this vital element of the workforce of eighteenth century London that has been the focus of
Ni ola Nais ith s esea h a d e o
issio .
In particular she has concentrated on the trade of tailoring. William Hogarth recognised the
significance of apprenticeships, including tailoring, in several of his works. Hogarth also designed
the Hospital uniform in 1745.
The first comic series that Hogarth produced as affordable engravings rather than paintings was
Industry and Idleness. F a is Good hild a d To Idle a e fello app e ti es i a silk ea e s
workshop in Spitalfields. Goodchild takes over from his master and becomes Lord Mayor; Tom is
hanged at Tyburn.
In the opening scene of The Rake’s Progress, the e e -do-well Tom Rakewell is seen being fitted
for a lavish new suit by his tailor while his servants are still in mourning for his father.
Nicola Naismith has taken apprenticeship as a metaphor for the study of process on which much
of he o
o k fo uses. App e ti es e e taught to i i , op the pe fe t thei aste s
technique, learning as he too had learned. The artist herself uses traditional skills and re-invents
them through a range of digital and integrated making techniques.
Extending her interests in work and working lives, this commission makes reference to white and
blue collar working practices, the historical and the contemporary and the relationships between
manual and conceptual dexterity. She has made use of research centres including the London
Metropolitan Archive looking at original Foundling Hospital documents. In the studio, she has
focused on specific apprentice activities and examined the relationship between skill and body
movements.
The work is sited i the Co a s Child e galle
u iall just efo e the isito lea es this
contemporary display and enters the first of the historic rooms. The choice of the window was
ade e ause of the i he e t elatio ship et ee light a d detailed tailo i g work. Historical
images show the posture of the tailor sitting up on the work bench next to a window making use
of atu al light sou es.
The commission has developed through a process of research, developmental diagrams,
workbooks, drawings, images and video footage. It has been a sensitive response to an easily
overlooked aspect of the Foundling story that should resonate with anyone who works or learns.

ALEX PEARL
Alex Pearl has a mordant wit and a sense of play that encompasses both the world of theatre and
toys, as well as some blacker thoughts.
On his first visit to The Foundling he was struck by the way in which children are present
throughout the building but predominantly as memories. He was also intrigued by the
sentimentality of the Victorian paintings in the Committee Room, the history of musical
performances in The Foundling and portraits of the original Governors.
In response, he has created a filmed opera about the creation of The Foundling Hospital using
Ha del s Fou dli g A the as the asis, pe fo ed a ast of lollipop sti ks. He o has a
further story to tell:
This fil
as st u tu ed usi g Ha del s Foundling Anthem. I also intended to use the anthem in
its entirety as a soundtrack. However, I had two interesting quotes for licensing the music. The
first was for £1875 because I was foolish enough to think I might like to send it off to a few film
festivals after the show. The second, just for exhibiting in galleries, was £1000. This was still more
than three times what I was expecting and budgeted for. Also it did not include the master rights
from Decca or mechanical rights from MCPS should I wish to produce an edition for sale. I believe
that this is a daft amount of money so I decided to make a largely silent film and a donation to the
Foundling Museum (£200) instead.
I have always had an interest in failure and compromise. This and my own personal difficulty with
acts of charity perhaps make fo a o e app op iate out o e. 1
Tiny cameras mounted on wandering toys have also been let loose in The Foundling in pursuit of
toda s T ustees ith a pla to eate a po t ait fo toda .
A playful but critical eye has been given full rein. Small interventions have highlighted major
ele e ts of The Fou dli g s histo a d a tops -turvy world has been created.
Alex Pearl remembers watching simple magic tricks performed by his father and grandfather with
atta h e t a d o de . He also e alls loss of that wonder when he learned how to perform all
the tricks himself. Today, he harnesses technology in the service of mischievous and anarchic
outcomes, whatever obstacles are in the way.
He cuts things down to size. With cameras whizzing about unchecked, adding a 2007 portrait to a
long line of traditional forebears, a 21st century child is at liberty in an eighteenth century setting.
The artist brings his tricks and tools into the museum with an air of puzzled detachment and a
determination that allows him to create his work in spite of every tribulation.

1
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EMILY RUSSELL and KRISTIAN DE LA RIVA
Emily Russell and Kristian De La Riva have used the profound pain of separation of foundling
children from their mothers as the basis for their new work for RSVP. Their work constantly
responds to a fundamental question: ho do people e ist i elatio ships?
A collage, at first glance a kaleidoscope or mandala1, e plo es
o ph si all tied to the o e ou lo e, ut to e sepa ated…

hat it

ea s ot to e o joi ed

The formal arrangement of concentric circles represe ts the attleg ou d of elatio ships ith
its endless and inevitable roundel of repetition. The tiny scale of each element is like a private
language created with gesture and coupling in place of words.
It develops the continuing theme of their work which explores human relationships and
experience but in this commission there is an entirely new emphasis on loss: eje tio possi l …
a a do e t , a sepa atio o e e a di o e .
Russian criminal tattoos have been a stylistic influence on their recent collage works and these
very intimate graphic decorations express a need for personal identity where little exists. In the
new collage work they also reflect the institutional life of children in the Foundling Hospital, some
of whom did not even keep their own names. Lucky ones had only letters or tokens as the sole link
to their own identity.
A se o d e
o k uilds o E il ‘ussell a d K istia De La ‘i a s o sta t the e of
male/female characters and the repetition of sound and gesture. Here, for the first time, they
have forcibly separated their emotive self-portrait and large scale heads on to two individual
s ee s, i stalled ago isi gl just e o d o e a othe s isio . It is ot lea , o athe it is left fo
us to decide, whether this is a momentary loss or a scene of total abandonment.
Sound is employed as a vital and visceral element, conveying raw emotions and the sense of
f a ti all alli g a d sea hi g fo o e a othe . The a tists ake efe e e to the atu al
animal instinct by which a parent or a lover will search blindly for the lost loved one.
They have also been sensitive to the siting of the video projection, aware that it will sometimes be
difficult or painful to view as the audience becomes witness to something very intimate but
universal.
There are sudden startling noises which combine with the deliberately exaggerated mouth
movements so that the sound always appears convincing and often disturbing. The neutrality and
underground nature of the basement Exhibition Gallery adds to the sense of disquiet and
displacement so this is the sole work that seemed appropriate to separate from integration within
the body of the museum. Its message lies of course at the heart of the museum.

1

From the Sanskrit, meaning circle or completion

SARAH SABIN
The Foundling is a beautifully furnished building. Visitors see the original public rooms – Picture
Gallery, Court Room and Committee Room – lovingly re-constructed and their original function
implied. Serious decisions about the welfare of the foundlings were made around these tables
over many years and we feel the weight of that history.
The Committee Room was where each mother came to be interviewed about the suitability of her
child for adoption before she and the baby were submitted to the process of selection by ballot.
The associations are therefore formal, the one public room of business where the vulnerable
women spent time. Most of the paintings in the room are scenes from childhood in general or
lives of foundlings in particular.
In the middle is a beautiful seventeenth century elm refectory table used throughout the
eighteenth century in the Hospital and this was the object to which Sarah Sabin responded most
strongly.
Today we also see a child-height work table, surrounded by small chairs pushed to one side as its
small occupants have perhaps just left the building. Boxes, in the process of being opened or
pa ked, a e s atte ed a out a d o tai a sele tio of adapted hild e s lothi g f o a
a iguous e a … o po e ts of u feasi le su i al kits fo a ies a d s all hild e to use o
the st eets of Lo do ….to le d i ith the la ds ape, ital o je ts fo self-p ote tio . These
include small shoes with tree-climbing spurs attached and a child-sized grappling hook, part of a
battery of components essential for an expedition or perhaps an escape.
The planning committee seems to have left in a hurry. Whether the children have chosen to go or
been forcibly interrupted will never be clear.
A new taxonomy subverts the usual one in the museum. Sarah Sabin has created elements which,
through the force of their attention to detail and compelling near-credibility, allow us to infer a
story. She has given us the props and invites us to create the script and outcome.
In spite of the continuing commitment of the Coram Family, and other organisations, to the
elfa e of hild e , B itai s st eets e ai e da ge ous i deed fo the ou g a d the
vulnerable. Sarah Sabin confronts her own worst fears as a mother by making reference to links
between the 1750s and now.
Willia Hoga th s pai ti g of The March of the Guards to Finchley (location?), for example,
depicts the road that is known today as Tottenham Court Road. A group of digitally manipulated
photographs are displayed near the table as casually as a group of treasured family snaps. In
them, a child blithely negotiates busy locations in London today and the continuing perils of
streets everywhere are brought home to us all once more.

ROB SMITH
4 Fra es uses a computer-controlled apparatus to capture a series of 1440 images at a rate
of one per minute over a period of 24 hours. Each minute, the camera will also rotate 1440th of a
revolution so enabling it to rotate through 360 degrees over the 24 hour period.
The captured images are then complied into a digital video that will describe a 360 degree
panorama of the Hallway at The Foundling as recorded over the last 24 hour period. The video will
play at a rate of 24 frames per second giving it the duration of exactly one minute. During that
minute, the apparatus will have rotated 1440th of a revolution, captured another frame and
updated the ideo.
This specification ensures that the video is updated every minute. As each frame is erased a new
one will be added and nothing remains fixed. The passing of time in the museum and the changing
patterns of use of the space, and the people who inhabit it, are captured fleetingly.
The o k ill p ese t a d ep ese t s apshots f o the uildi g s da to day routines. Images of
visitors and staff will appear and disappear from the video as they move through the building. This
has similar technology but the opposite function to surveillance as it allows us glimpses of
ourselves and others but they are never permanent.
Museums today hide a lot more than they display: offices for staff who also work outside public
opening hours, stores, security systems, fire and smoke alarms, audio-visual equipment,
environmental and lighting controls.
‘o “ ith s o
ission for RSVP knowingly fits into a new landscape. Taking in data from the Hall
a d pla i g it out i the Café, it su e ts the useu s fu tio
aptu i g, at a
o e t,
some of the events, characters, structures and objects that make up The Foundling. The points of
view are over-written and replaced. It operates within the museum and without.
Accretion of data is one of the roles of a museum and, in this work, different time scales, the
historic interior and objects in the immediate environment are recorded as they change. Like any
museum and its collections, this work is also influenced by the presence and movements of staff
and visitors, all with their own route and pace.
Every museum, whatever period it covers or history it tells, is rooted in its own era and has its
own point of view. Changes of public opinion, scholarship, technology, educational and visitor
needs inform and alter the way in which museums present themselves. Just like 1140 Frames, the
only constants that a museum has are the passing of time, the architecture and the objects
themselves. People and their views come and go.

TOWNLEY AND BRADBY
Da iel Bu e posed a se i al uestio : Ca a t get off its pedestal a d ise to st eet le el? 1 As a
way off the pedestal and out of the museum, some artists create their work through the simple
act of walking a line, often unseen, sometimes recording the act through photographs or text.
Townley and Bradby des i e thei o p a ti e as a ula t i estigatio s: jou e s o foot
ith a ai
ut ofte ithout a desti atio , usi g a set of ules o guidi g p i iples to ge e ate
the walk and control the route. These give a ludic element to the walk/work, like the rules of a
ga e o a s o e hi h is pe fo ed o i te p eted a oss the it .
The artists have published a broadsheet, Feet Follow These Rules, as a multiple available to each
visitor as they leave to negotiate the area around Coram Fields. This lists a number of journeys
which the artists undertook or imagined, presenting details and images from some of them. It also
o tai s the ules that ge e ated the jou e s, fo isito s to o side , a t upo , o adapt as the
hoose a d it sha es the fa t that the e pe ie e as o e i te esti g tha the ap .
Townley and Bradby have used The Foundling as their focal or starting point in every sense.
They were struck by the cluster of health and paediatric institutions in the area. To investigate
whether the present-day relationship with The Foundling was more than one of proximity, they
undertook Journey 3, visiting offices, roof gardens, and stairwells at the various institutions in
search of a view, however partial or oblique, of the museum. This simple request became a way of
hearing opinions on the Foundling from a range of local workers.
Journey 5 is a reminder that all the artists in RSVP have developed their relationship with The
Foundling through numerous visits to Bloomsbury from East Anglia:
o o e of ou egula jou e s f o No i h to B u s i k “ ua e, had just left Li e pool “t eet
Station and found a lump of London brick, kicked it along with us to the Foundling Museum; took
photos of the kicks, made notes to describe the noises (hollow and xylophonic on paving slabs,
hi i g o
a holes : sou di g out the it s f agile a apa e, thoughts of iot.
We do t a t the out o e to e a ell- ou ded lu p of i k o displa , a eli ; e d like the
brick to go out again during the exhibition, a prompt for other walks that people might carry out.
A log ook i the fo e ill i ite people to e o d thei jou e s ith the i k.
Through these journeys, lines are drawn around the museum, tying many elements together and
encouraging visitors to follow and look beyond.

1

Daniel Buren, essay, Munster Skulptur Projekt catalogue, 1997

ZORY
)o s e o
issio has espo ded to o e o e hel i g statisti : et ee
The Foundling Hospital was a home for over 27,000 children.
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It has sa ed li es ushed othe pa ts of so iet …it has stood fo the ideas of out ast hild e ,
suppo ted the a d gi e the a pla e . “he has also looked at ha a te isatio a d a i atu e i
Hoga th s p i ts ad i i g his ole i highlighti g o uption and conspiracy in the judiciary and
a
. )o
otes that he pai ted sla es a d jeste s i su h a a to suggest that the e e e ual
to the people of the ti e. “he has also esea hed the o ditio s of sla es i B itai du i g the
period The Foundling was created.
He o k fo ‘“VP o e ts the histo of the useu to hild e ho a e o i to po e t ,
a , a is , seg egatio a d i e ualit . )o has ade o e tio s et ee the toke s, the
enforced separation of children in a range of conflict zones and the abuse of human rights
everywhere in the world. It underlines the fact that separation takes many forms: children can be
refugees, abandoned, rejected or simply lost.
She has made casts or replicas of tokens in The Foundling, drawing on some, and continuing to
use them not simply as a starting point but dealing with their physical impact and their
universality. They reflect practices in many cultures where paper, cloth and images of body parts
or organs are left as symbols of hope or prayers of intercession. These are found not only in
churches and outside temples but also at sites long believed to be sacred such as springs or
groves.
)o

s toke s ill e atta hed

safet pi s to plaited hai

hi h is suspe ded f o

the eili g.

Hair is a very potent and intimate material itself. It is associated with the coming of maturity and
with strength, and continues to grow after death.
Hair has also been used all over the world to add to spells, preserve the memory of an individual
after death o , o a o e hee ful ut apposite ote, the e fi st ti e a a s u ls a e ut.
I stalled i the s all spa es of the Co a s Child e galle , ha gi g like a u tai o ate fall,
)o s o k de a ds atte tio . It a e see as i pedi g o i iti g but cannot be ignored. The
artist asks us to participate and contribute actively. Materials are available for visitors to create
their own tokens and attach them, making the sculpture grow.
If you do not negotiate the installation you must decide to turn away and avoid the issue.
Small sculptures of birds are also present. Made from fabric and newspaper with links to conflict
and childhood, they shelter, unable to fly; larger crows menace the same spaces.

